
Gross Motor Development 

If there are any red flags please contact Albany Children’s Physio 6818 6268 or speak with your GP. 
 

Ph: 6818 6268 

 

 

Gross motor skills use the large muscles of the body. They are essential 
for movement and participating in activities at school and at home. At 
Albany Children’s Physio we specialise in treating children with gross 
motor delays. 

Below are some of the typical gross motor developmental skills that you 
can expect your child to be achieving at these age brackets. 

Please tick  the boxes below for each skill your child has mastered.  
If your child hasn’t mastered all the skills by the end age range, please  
call our physiotherapist at Albany Children’s Physio to discuss.  
 

 

6 to 12 Months

 

12 to 18 months 

  Stands alone  Walks alone  Crawls or hitches up steps 

 Walks with one hand held   Hurried run  Throws ball underarm 

 

18 to 24 months 

  Picks up toys from floor by 

squatting & returns to stand 
without support 

 Kicks a ball forward with either 

foot 

 Walks upstairs & downstairs with 

one hand held 

 Pushes a toy such as a trolley 

 

  Runs  Throws overhand at a target 

2 to 3 years 

  Imitates standing on one leg  Jumping with both feet leaving 

the floor 

 Walks upstairs with 2 feet per 

step 

 Walks backwards 

 

  Rides a tricycle with pedals 

and/or steering manoeuvres  

 Catches a large ball by trapping in 

chest 

 

3 to 4 years 

  Balances on one leg with 

hands on hips 

 Jumping forward with 

consecutive jumps  

 Walks upstairs with alternating 

feet 

 Walks 3m on 10cm wide line 

 

  Rides a tricycle with pedals to 

manoeuvre around obstacles 

 Bounces and catches a large ball 

 

  

   

RED FLAGS (At any age)  
 Not achieving indicated gross 

motor skill 

 Strong parent concerns  Significant loss of skills 

 Lack of response to sound or visual 

stimulation  

 Poor interaction with adults or 

other children 

 Difference between right and left sides 

of the body in strength, movement or 
muscle tone   Loose & floppy movements (low 

muscle tone)  
 Stiff & tense (high muscle tone) 

 

  Sits independently  

 

 Bears weight on legs & bounces  Walks a few steps with both 

hands held  

 Hands & knees position 

 

  Pulls to stand  Creeps on belly / crawls on hands 

& knees 
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